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Sprint Evaluation

In this iteration as written in Start Up Document, our goal was completing the User and Department parts:
their models, DAOs, Services, Controllers and Views. We've almost done these parts. We have some lack in
the Department Views and some bugs in the previous parts.
The first problem that we faced was database Turkish character problem. User can see them in pages but in
database they are stored as UTF-8 values. Also we had form problems between view and controller but we're
solving them. Also testing system reliability is taking more time than we expected. We had problem with
department list because it had to be in graph structure. To show it in the pages we used JSON and Javascript
codes for graph.
We did not update our plan. We will continue as indicated in Start Up Document. We will just add some
more APIs to our plan but they will not change the time plan.

Team evaluation

We're working highly cooperated. We're always together but sometime we are not being able to find time
or place to work together. We were in rush this week, because of this pace, we are slogging.
We have at least 2-3 meetings in a week. Some of them are out of record meetings that are happened
instantaneously.

Task
U_M(User Model)
U_D(User DAO)
D_D(Department DAO)
U_S(User Service)
D_M(Department Model)
D_S(Department Service)
U_C(User Controller)
D_C(Department Controller)
U_V(User View)
D_V(Department View)

Assigned Member
Semih Aktaş
Semih Aktaş
Semih Aktaş
Yusuf Mucahit Çetinkaya
Yusuf Mucahit Çetinkaya
Yusuf Mucahit Çetinkaya
Görkem Özer
Görkem Özer
Emre Külah
Emre Külah
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We do not have any updates. We're working as we planned and indicated in time plan. In the second sprint
we will be working on Training and Task parts.
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